
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Technologies 
 
Design and create a simple kite and fly it 

outside on a windy day. 

Make a wind chime out of junk 

Can you build something to measure rain fall. 

Think about the language you may use – 

more, less, full and empty. 

 
Dressing Lecky for the weather. 

http://www.crickweb.co.uk/Early-

Years.html 

Numeracy and Maths 
 

Consider the four seasons and name them. 

What is the weather like in these seasons. 

How many colours are there in the rainbow. 

Can you find sort and match things round the 

house that match these colours. 

Think about this rhyme as an introduction to 

time. 

https://bumps2bairns.com/2020/04/23/

hickory-dickory-dock/ 

 

Health and Wellbeing 
 
Talk about which clothes are appropriate 

to wear in the cold or heat. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t

mO9cjsj1zc 

 

 Draw a picture to show ways that I can 

stay safe in hot, sunny weather. 

 

Think about the different foods we eat at 

different times of year.  

 

 

 

Literacy and English 

 
Listen to this story about the weather. This is a 

very basic introduction to the Water Cycle. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=av2

FP2n2qrg 
 

What is your favourite weather? Can you 

explain why? 

 

Expressive Arts  
 
Paint or draw a picture of what a tree looks like 

in spring, summer, autumn and winter.  

 

 

 Learn some weather rhymes such as ‘Doctor 

Foster Went to Gloucester’, ‘It’s Raining, it’s 

Pouring’ and ‘Incy Wincy Spider’ 

. 
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/Flash.aspx?

bbc=iHearThunder 

 
 

 

                                                                                                       

                                                                                               

 

We are learning all about The 

Seasons and the Weather 

 

             
 

Social Studies and Sciences  

 

Name and talk about different types of weather.  

Draw pictures to record the weather for at least three 

days. 

 Choose the correct weather symbols to show what the 

weather is like today.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uo8lbeVVb4M 

 

Religious and Moral Education 

 
We celebrate lots of festivals during the year. Can you 

think about what season they may be in? 

 

Is your birthday in Spring, Summer, Autumn or Winter? 

Roseburn 

Nursery
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